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Happy birthday images for women

We were taught that scars are a sign of injury – incomplete and unattractive – but scientifically scars are a sign of the strength of the body. It is amazing that when our skin is injured, the incision often heals without leaving a trace, and sometimes scars are inevitable. Our bodies are so shaped. Evolution has chosen for scars, cosmetic surgeon and researcher
John Newman told NBC News. The scar is the result of a system that has learned to respond to the wound extremely quickly. As soon as the skin splits, the body begins to pull the edges of the insemite together, working at a rate of about 1 millimeter every 24 hours. The cells that produce the colagen below it are also thickened into the injured tissue to
strengthen it. With a smaller incision, those cells that produce collagen, called fibroblasts, form a strong good collagen grit. But when the incision is deep or irregular, they go into emergency response mode and start to incisual the colagen in a crazier way. It's kind of like nailing down a cross two for four over a hole in the deck, Newman explained. It seals the
hole, but it doesn't look very nice. The resulting scar is made from a heap of haphasard of collagen in the dermal layer of the skin. Over time, tissue can reorganize a little, softening the appearance of the scar, but it never quite goes back to normal, leaving forever a sign of a time when your body worked really hard to heal, unhealing with aesthetics. Women
survive so many experimental classes - from C-section to cancer - that result in scars. They taught us to resuscitate skin that doesn't look air-brushed, but the next 11 pictures of real female scars show that imperfections can be badass and beautiful. @fauxnandes Isabella Fernandes was under house fire in 2015, which caused scars on her arm and torso.
'My scars and scars continue to change, but I've never felt better,' she said in an interview with London photographer Sophie Mayanne as part of her Instagram photo project called #BehindTheScars. @mbajsb in the UK Maya Spencer-Berkeley was born with epidermolysis bullos, a rare genetic condition that causes her skin to bladder and tear at the
slightest touch. That's what made growing up a habitual iability. Until recently, All I wanted was not to have an EB. 'I wanted to be normal and would have wanted it all the time,' she wrote for Bricks magazine. I realised that I could use the fact that I was a model with this rare condition for good, encouraging EB and educating people so that others wouldn't
have to fight the way I grew up. ... Now I'm on a mission to do everything I can, using my social media platform to raise awareness and maybe inspire others to accept myself, imperfections and all that! ... My advice to anyone who struggles with certain aspects of their appearance is not to hide. @biancahoneybeex Lovely Bianca identifies on Instagram as
#TheGirlWithTheKeloidScars. As it says, sometimes I lie in bed and look. my photos and I say to myself: who is this confident person in my phone and then I look in the mirror and think differently. I have to admit how far I've come by learning to love the skin I'm in. A few years ago, I couldn't talk about my keloids, my feelings, and I hated myself for what I
looked like (though you could never say in person that I was suffering from depression and anxiety). I'm not the worst, but I feel the worst in myself. We should all love her imperfections, flaws @emilyannabell and everything, @emilyannabell Emily Anna Bell is an L.A. actress, fearless to show the scar running through her stomach. We are not defined by our
scars; That's how we make them look like who we are, he says. @ah.fitty Mother and fitness Instagrammer Astrid Hupfeld is super open about her C-section and the scar that is due. 'I love my scar, it's badass and a reminder of what I went through to get my little cub,' she says. I'm not taking that for granted. @gennaellis it's strange that anyone would think
the scars on the knees of California blogger Genna Ellis aren't pretty. When I was 15, I had four reconstructive knee surgeries and left me with quite large scars on both knees. 'Since then it's been my great uncertainty, so much so that I'd go flight without ever wearing shorts in public,' she wrote in the caption of this photo. I'd like to say that I've overcome
these fears and I can confidently show my feet in public, but that's not the case. But I've really come a long way in practice that I love the body I'm in. To start a dialogue about kindness takes a tremendous amount of effort, especially when we are so used to looking in the mirror and targeting everything that is wrong, disgusting, and ugly. I hope we will
recognize that we all face uncertainties and demons and paralyzing self-doubt. Regardless, our bodies deserve so much love for all the amazing things they do for us, @radiantracheli Cancer Patient Advocate @radiantracheli motivational speaker Racheli Alkobey was just 21 when Hodgkin's lymphoma was found. Now he sees the scar on his chest as a
symbol of poor work and survival. He writes: 'I cherish my scars for a year and a half in remis and thank the cancer for what has gifted me. ... Cancer has given me the gift of knowing my resilience. ... Cancer gave me gratitude. And most importantly, cancer gave me the gift of life. @karenarms Karen Tabie was just 3 years old when she was diagnosed with
cancer and had her left kidney removed. 'Since then I've been one of the lucky ones and I've been cancer-free ever since,' she writes in this caption. This is for warriors, survivors and leave. @kara_nicoleee Just over three months ago, I had surgery to repair five (yes, PET) spots on my abdominal ligaments that were acidic because of all the physical stress I
put on my body, dancer Kara Hodges posted on Instagram earlier this summer. Emotionally it was difficult for me, but with help and support Friends and family who knew I danced again in six weeks. Three months later and my scars slowly (like, turtle speed) begin to fade, but I'm still so shinged out how the body repairs in time and so grateful for the skills
that my push has to push, become constantly stronger, and support the career path I've chosen! Love your scars are a sign of strength!! @trustwithoutborders_brca Kaysie Berry had to undergo a number of operations due to breast cancer and is bravely open about her journey with a mastectomy and reconstruction that is still ongoing. Like he says, I'd rather
be alive with scars than with an alternative. @spinalfusionfashion of Kathy Messider's scoliosis surgery has resulted in this long, vertical scar not resembling a piece of contemporary art. I've always loved my scar, he writes. Lately, I've been buying and making a lot of backless clothes to show the scar more, and because I think I like all this! Want more
inspiring pictures? Then check out 15 beautiful photos of real female cellulite. Sometimes happiness lands in our lap: a surprise half a day at work, an old friend's extramodern e-mail, a breathtaking sunset. Sometimes it's harder to grab on a rainy Monday morning when you forget your umbrella. That's why we could all use some mindless readiness – the go-
to tactic that's guaranteed to lift spirits. Especially when the world is so insecure, having some of its rituals can bring a sense of control and calmness, says Karen Salmansohn, author of how to be happy, damn it (celestial art). So look for a compressed place, pull out your pen and indicate your pleasures, no matter how funny or self-sufficient they seem. In
case you need inspiration, we asked working women from all walks of life to share their sentient-good secrets. Go steal them. Just don't blame us if you take refuge. These are habits you're definitely not going to want to kick! I started taking pictures every day four years ago, driving my camera everywhere and imitating one photo a day. Of course, I have a lot
of pictures of flowers or strangers in the laundry room of my house, but I also have pictures of my sister's child, my friend's weddings, sailing in St. Vincent and people who came and forgot from my life not to catch them on film. When I sit down and look through my albums – another ritual in itself – I realize that although I sometimes complain about life, there
are many reasons to be happy. Amy Liu, 28, investment banker, New York CityWhat I watch kleenex a few times a year, I watch really sad movies like When a Man Loves a Woman, alone. I start crying, and then I remember that this isn't my real life and I feel better! It's kind of reverse psychology. Johanna Longnecker, 28, marketing manager, BostonDream
onLet, was forced to get up early over the weekend to do something productive, like going to the gym or cleaning up. But I realized that instead of feeling good about what I've achieved, I'm going to end up on a Saturday night like I was during the week. Now I let myself sleep in, no guilt. I work hard; I deserve a swing. Tula Karras, 36, SELF editor, Brooklyn,
New York The first person on the list writes a letter and sends it to the next person in the chain; then adds his letter and treasure or two, and sends everything to the third, and so on. When it's my turn, I put all my responsibilities on hold, curl up on the couch and tricked photos, letters and clippings. This is one of my favorite ways to reconnect. 28-year-old
Jennifer Elliott, teacher, Simsbury, ConnecticutJ as queen, my family had a tradition of marking our accomplishments by ate the person for hours with a red plate. When I got engaged, did my parents give me a fiancé? And I do my red plate. It reminds me how easy it is for someone to feel special. This is what we recognise about things like completing taxes
or raising taxes. When our puppy finished obedience school, he even ate off a red plate! Taylor Ware, 28, social worker, Ithaca, New YorkI's creative moment When I was in Venice, I bought a leather magazine that I now wear everywhere. When I need an escape or just want to shoot a beautiful scene, I fill the pages with words or drawings. I like to look back
and think about what I've seen and heard. Sarah Drake, 28, architect, Newport, Rhode IslandKiss from a bad day, since I gave my husband a perfunction after having a particularly meaningless day, we made the rule with him that we should give each other an intense, long kiss when we get home from work - no matter what. Let's say my lackluster greeting
did garner rave reviews and an upgrade was required. Since then, our greetings have been hot and heavy. The point is to remember that we are with someone we love and that the rest of the world is irrelevant. Besides, it's a great thing to look forward to. Angela Hayes, 29, publicist, New York CityThey's vacation house with youEvery when my husband and
I come home from vacation, we make a point of skipping lousy airline food and going directly to one of our favorite restaurants in the neighborhood. So we can ignore the empty fridge and the huge pile of newspapers and mail just a little longer. Somehow, the last romantic dinner together makes it a little less painful to get back into the crazy rhythm of our
normal life. Alexandra Stoddard, 63, New York City, author of Happiness Choice (HarperCollins)Makes something girlish With nails I always turn a bad mood. I usually manage to visit the salon once a week, which makes me feel under the control of my otherwise hectic life. If my nails look luxurious, I know I have to. Down. Meg D'Incecco, 35, publicist, New
York CityConnect with your crewHenm after my father's death, I felt the need to strengthen ties with my friends. That's why I organized a lunch for the women I love as a way to increase my spirits. I invited all my friends, we ate one by one, I stood behind every woman and explained why I loved her. At the end of the afternoon, all my friends said, You have to
do this next year!, and an annual tradition was born. Meg Cox, 51, Princeton, New Jersey, author of a book on new family traditions (Running Press)Take the palungeI live near the ocean, so when I get home from work in the evening, I like to walk along the beach, no matter what the season. If the temperature allows, I swim and ride in the waves. When no
one's around, I might even be ahu. Being on the surf, the world always melts. Nina Thayer, 50, registered nurse, West Tisbury, MassachusettsMake date to get my fiance down? And I have a permanent meeting to have sex every Sunday. It doesn't matter how many times we did - or not - during the week; Sunday is guaranteed sex, excuses are not allowed.
While it may seem completely unromantic to schedule intimacy, our plan is actually exciting: The week we look forward to Sunday. Besides, I feel good because I know we're not going to turn into a couple who never has sex. 30-year-old Kristen Kemp, writing teacher, New York CityRock outSevere I need a ride, get in the car, turn on the radio and sing on top
of my lungs. I may look stupid to the people in the next lane, but I'll never see them again, so who cares? Tracy Mlakar, 29, head of communications, Playa del Rey, CaliforniaBe Hallmark, is browsing the press store. I usually buy 10 or 15 funny cards at a time, stamp them, and then dump them in my purse. So, when I have a minute – standing in line, waiting
at the doctor – I will write a message of thought to a friend of you and send it. It gives me a good feeling knowing that there's going to be a pleasant surprise in their mailbox. Nidhi Pardue, 28, entrepreneur, Cary, North CarolinaFeel known Every so often I go to the Pierre Hotel in New York City, sit in the rotunda - in this luxurious, oval room with a purified
spiral staircase and a mural on the ceiling - and order a martini. I always bring a book and read. I like to imagine living in a movie. Jessica Maria Tuccelli, 34, actress and writer, New York CityPhoto Credit: Kate Powers Powers
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